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Abstract 13 

Climatological and geological site classification intended for Earth-Air Heat Exchanger 14 

Technology (EAHE) is an important factor in the design, implementation and optimal 15 

operation of such system. In this context, this paper presents an investigation on the 16 

heating performance and operating feasibility of two EAHEs in three different geo-17 

climatic regions in Algeria. First, the performances of the EAHEs were experimentally 18 

studied in the temperate Oran climate and the corresponding results were used for 19 

validation of the numerical part. The experiment allowed to analyze the effect of the pipe 20 

material on the performance of the two EAHEs that are made of different materials (PVC 21 

and Zinc). After validation of the numerical part, the study was extended to three 22 

different climates including a temperate climate for Oran, an arid climate for Bechar and 23 

a steppe climate for El-Bayadh cities. For these climates, the heating study is rarely 24 

considered in this context. Furthermore, a sensitivity analysis was conducted in order to 25 

evaluate the operating feasibility of the EAHEs in the considered regions. The results 26 

revealed that the Zinc EAHE is more efficient in a temperate climate with a COP of 9.5 27 

than in an arid or steppe climate with a COP of 8.2 or 8.1, respectively. However, the 28 
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PVC EAHE is much better in an arid climate with a COP of 9.4 than in a temperate or 29 

steppe climate with a COP of 7.6 or 8.4, respectively. Otherwise, both EAHEs exhibited 30 

similar behavior in a steppe climate. The results show that the thermal performance of 31 

EAHE mainly depends on geo-climatic conditions and the type of pipe material. 32 

Keywords: Earth-air heat exchangers (EAHEs); heating performance; pipe material; 33 

sensitivity analysis; operating feasibility 34 

1. Introduction 35 

Global energy consumption raises anxieties about supply difficulties due to the exhaustion of 36 

conventional energy resources and environmental impacts such as ozone depletion and climate 37 

change. In this regard, ensuring energy independence and security, as well as reducing greenhouse gas 38 

(GHG) emissions, are real challenges for current and future policies. The building sector is one of the 39 

most important sources of energy demand, accounting for 36% of the world's final energy 40 

consumption and 40% of total CO2 emissions [1]. This energy usually comes from non-renewable 41 

fossil fuels, mainly used for heating and cooling of buildings. Therefore, the need for sustainable 42 

development forces countries to turn towards new renewable and alternative resources to satisfy 43 

buildings' energy needs. Among the most frequently used renewable energies over the last decade is 44 

shallow geothermal energy, which is easily accessible for space heating and cooling. The technical 45 

applications are varied, including the geothermal heat pump, the water-ground heat exchanger and the 46 

earth-air heat exchanger (EAHE), etc. Among these systems, the EAHE has the advantages of simple 47 

operation and easy installation with moderate investment costs [2]. The latter is known for its potential 48 

to increase comfort in a building by using the soil as an energy reservoir instead of the atmosphere [3]. 49 

In fact, the EAHE usually uses soil temperatures at depths comprised between 2 and 5 m, which is 50 

relatively applicable for damping outdoor air temperatures.  51 

The EAHE is considered as passive system because it requires few electrical input to power a 52 

small fan to circulate air [4]. That is why many researchers worldwide have paid attention to the 53 

EAHE, not only for its simple structure, but also of its energy efficiency [5 - 8]. Nevertheless, several 54 
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studies have been conducted to improve the thermal performance of the EAHE, taking into account 55 

operating and design parameters such as burial depth, pipe length and diameter, air velocity, climatic 56 

site and pipe material [9-13]. 57 

A state of the art on the sensitivity of these parameters on EAHE performance has been 58 

established, in particular the effect of pipe material and climatic site. Concerning the effect of the pipe 59 

material, several works can be found in the literature. Badescu et al. [14] studied the energy potential 60 

of an EAHE under real climatic conditions of the Pirmasens PH, Germany. They indicated that the 61 

energy provided by the EAHE depends substantially on different design parameters such as depth, 62 

diameter and pipe material. A few years later, Bansal et al. [15,16] numerically analyzed the thermal 63 

performance and evaluated the heating and cooling potential of two EAHEs of different materials, one 64 

in PVC and the other in steel, installed in Ajmar, India. The authors concluded that the performance of 65 

the EAHE system was unaffected by the pipe material. In another study presented by Abbaspour-Fard 66 

et al. [17], the effect of some operating parameters, including pipe material, on the performance of an 67 

EAHE was examined in northeastern Iran. It was shown that the performance of the system was 68 

significantly influenced by all parameters except pipe material. Three years later, Patel and Raman 69 

[18] compared two EAHEs, one placed vertically and the other horizontally to evaluate their thermal 70 

performance. They found that the pipe material had a small effect on the thermal performance of the 71 

EAHE. Further, Serageldin et al. [19] analyzed the effect of three different pipe materials, the first of 72 

which was PVC, the second steel and the third copper. The results showed a deviation of 0.1 °C 73 

between the air temperature at the outlet of the systems. Therefore, it was concluded that pipe material 74 

does not affect thermal performance of the EAHEs. In a more recent work, Menhoudj et al. [20] 75 

studied the performance of an EAHE for the cooling conditions in Algeria. The effect of the pipe 76 

material on the energy performance of the EAHE was also examined. The results revealed that the 77 

temperature decrease was 6 °C for the PVC pipe and 6.5 °C for the Zinc pipe, i.e. a difference of 0.5 78 

°C. However, the author concluded that the pipe material does not affect significantly the efficiency of 79 

the EAHE. Moreover, Rosa et al. [21] analyzed the variable that most affects the performance of the 80 

EAHE. They studied the effect of several design parameters including pipe material.  They noted that 81 
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the pipe had no meaningful effect because the COP of the system simply varied from 2.33 to 2.34 82 

when switching from PVC to steel. 83 

Similarly, the literature provides various works concerning the geo-climatic impact on the EAHE 84 

performance, among which are the following works. Ramírez-Dávila et al [22] conducted a numerical 85 

study to predict the thermal behaviour of an EAHE for three cities with different climates in Mexico, 86 

namely Juárez, México and Merida. It was found that the thermal performance of the EAHE is better 87 

in summer than in winter for Juárez and Mexico cities. On the other hand, the EAHE presented better 88 

thermal performance in winter for Mérida. It was concluded that the use of the EAHE is appropriate 89 

for heating or cooling buildings in extreme and moderate temperature areas where the effect of 90 

thermal inertia of the ground is higher. Likewise, Hermes et al [23] numerically analyzed the thermal 91 

performance of different EAHEs installations in three sites located in Rio Grande, Brazil. The results 92 

revealed that the ideal pipe placement depth is 2 m. At this level, the EAHE's potential is better for 93 

heating than for cooling. In addition, significant COP values were estimated in winter and summer 94 

using pipes buried at 2 m depth. As for Li et al [24], an exploratory study on the application of the 95 

preheating potential of the EAHE, in very cold regions, was conducted. The analyses showed that in 96 

heating mode, the EAHE increased the average temperature by 12.4 °C, giving an average COP of 97 

29.7. In the same context, Díaz-Hernández et al. [25] presented an experimental study of an EAHE 98 

under a warm humid weather conditions of Mexico. During six months of monitoring, the EAHE only 99 

operated effectively as a heater during the first three months of winter, mainly at night. A maximum 100 

heating potential of 5.8 °C was observed in January and an average maximum of 3.6 °C in November. 101 

Otherwise, Fazlikhani et al. [26] examined and compared the efficiency of EAHE systems in hot-arid 102 

(Yazd) and cold (Hamadan) climates in Iran. They found that in both climates, the system is widely 103 

used for preheating and that the potential during the winter period increased from 0.2 to 11.2 °C and 104 

from 0.1 to 17.2 °C for Yazd and Hamadan, respectively. These results show that the system was more 105 

efficient in the hot-arid climate of Yazd compared to the cold climate of Hamadan. Moreover, in 106 

recent study, the thermal performance of a building integrating several renewable energy systems, 107 

including EAHE, was studied by Lekhal et al. [27]. They indicated that the EAHE can provide gains 108 

of up to 7.3 °C. Moreover, using EAHE, the heating needs were reduced by 46%. Li et al. [28] 109 
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examined the feasibility of an EAHE for heating in very cold regions. In this regard, extensive 110 

measurements of air, soil and energy consumption parameters were carried out. The results showed 111 

that the EAHE raised the average temperature by 14 °C without auxiliary heating. Also, the maximum 112 

overall COP was 16.3, showing the high efficiency of the system. According to these results, the 113 

EAHE can be used in very cold regions with good efficiency. 114 

Algeria is characterized by five climatic regions [29]. Three principal climatic regions were 115 

considered in the present study, namely temperate, arid and steppe. For these climates, the literature 116 

application of EAHE was only devoted to cooling. According to the current state of the art, no study 117 

was conducted on the heating performance of the EAHE for the three Algerian climates mentioned 118 

above. Moreover, the parameters selection for operation and EAHE design have been generalized for 119 

all regions and climates. In reality, the soil thermal response changes according to the outdoor 120 

conditions, depth, soil type and pipe materials. For this purpose, the present paper has the following 121 

objectives: (1) to experimentally study the heating performance of two EAHEs in representative real 122 

building conditions by evaluating gains provided by the EAHEs and their COP. In fact, few 123 

experimental studies have been conducted on a large scale in the concerned region. Then, the obtained 124 

experimental data at this scale will be used as reference for the numerical model validation; (2) the 125 

pipe material choice is a dichotomy point in the literature, so we proposed to experimentally and 126 

numerically highlight pipe material impact on the EAHE performance in the Mediterranean climate; 127 

(3) to conduct a sensitivity analysis using TRNSYS software to identify the optimal parameters and 128 

evaluate the feasibility of EAHEs according to the pipe materials for three different climatic regions. 129 

The study results could be used as support for designers and future EAHE users concerned by these 130 

climates. They provide preliminary views to guide application decisions on the parameters related to 131 

EAHE performance in order to effectively reduce building energy consumption and improve thermal 132 

comfort levels. Moreover, the study is not locally limited to Algeria, but can be extrapolated to other 133 

regions of the world characterized by Mediterranean (temperate), arid and steppe climates. In Fig. 1, 134 

we present the different areas of the world sharing these studied climates, such as North Africa, 135 

Southern Europe, South America and Asia. The research questions corresponding to the objectives are 136 

as follows: 137 
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� How to experimentally install EAHEs coupled to a full-scale building and implement the 138 

operating, measuring and protection equipment? 139 

� How to model a building coupled to an EAHE using the TRNSYS software and what are the 140 

appropriate types (soil, pipes, fan) for such system? 141 

� How to conduct a sensitivity analysis of the most influential parameters of the EAHE and 142 

identify the optimal parameters according to climate and material type? 143 

In this paper, we propose an experimental and numerical study of the thermal performance of two 144 

EAHEs, where the effect of the pipe material was analyzed. These pipes consist of galvanized sheet 145 

metal (Zinc) and polyvinyl chloride (PVC). Then, a sensitivity analysis was conducted to identify the 146 

operating and design parameters of the EAHEs and to select the appropriate pipe material for each 147 

climatic region by evaluating the COP, the provided gains as well as the reduction rate of heating 148 

needs.  149 

 150 

Fig. 1. Geographical position of the study location and areas worldwide with a similar climate 151 

(Modified from [30]) 152 
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2. Methodology 153 

The research methodology of this study is based on the analysis of the thermal performance of two 154 

EAHEs of different materials (PVC and Zinc), operating under three different geographical topologies. 155 

The first step presents an experimental study of the two EAHE systems in the climatic conditions of 156 

Oran. Then, a numerical modelling of the two systems and the soil was developed. The second step 157 

discusses the thermal performance results of the two EAHEs, where the effect of pipe material is 158 

highlighted. In the third step, a numerical sensitivity analysis was conducted to evaluate the optimal 159 

operating and design parameters for the three regions with their different climates. At the end of this 160 

study, several recommendations were made, outlining the practical implications as well as the 161 

limitations of the study and the future research. The conceptual structure of the study outlining the 162 

main sections and steps of the research methodology is presented in Fig. 2. This structure includes four 163 

main steps which are detailed in subsequent sections. 164 
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 165 

Fig. 2: The conceptual structure of the study. 166 

2.1. Experimental study 167 

2.1.1. Test cell 168 

The experimental study is conducted using a test cell coupled with solar and geothermal systems. 169 

The cell is located at the Institute of Civil and Mechanical Engineering of the University of Sciences 170 

and Technology of Oran, Algeria, where the coordinates are: 35.65° N, 0.62° W, with north-south 171 

orientation. Fig. 3 shows an overall view of the test cell coupled with earth-air heat exchangers 172 

(EAHEs) and a solar thermal collector. The test cell consists of two juxtaposed rooms of identical 173 
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dimensions: 4.7 × 3.7 × 2.8 m3. The EAHEs are each powered by a fan to drive an air flow of 90 m3/h 174 

from the outside to the inside of the cell. The second room is equipped with a direct solar floor system 175 

(DSF) composed of a solar thermal collector of 4.3 m2 associated with a floor heating [27]. The 176 

condition of the test cell construction is considered to be highly isolated and the thermophysical 177 

properties of the wall, ceiling and floor are detailed in Table 1. 178 

 179 

Fig. 3. Test cell coupled to EAHEs in (right) PVC pipe and (left) Zinc pipe. 180 

Table 1: Thermal properties of cell materials. 181 

Wall type and layer name 
(from inside to outside) 

Thickness [m] 
Conductivity 
[W/(m K)] 

Specific heat 
[kJ/(kg K)] 

Density 
[kg/m3] 

External and partition wall 
    

Cement-coating 0.01 1.15 1.0 1800 
Brick 0.1 0.5 0.92 1100 
Insulation 0.04 0.03 1.45 20 
Brick 0.1 0.5 0.92 1100 
Cement-coating 0.01 1.15 1.0 1800 

Ceiling 
    

Cement-coating 0.01 1.15 1.0 1800 
Ceiling block 0.16 1.14 0.65 1850 
Concrete 0.04 1.75 0.92 2300 
Insulation 0.02 0.03 1.45 20 
Waterproofing coating 0.03 0.04 0.67 200 

Floor 
    

Gerflex coating 0.003 0.31 1.046 1190 
Concrete 0.1 1.75 0.92 2300 
Insulation 0.04 0.03 1.45 20 
Concrete 0.1 1.75 0.92 2300 
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Door 
    

lightwood 0.05 0.2 1600 600 

Window     
Single glazed 0.004 1.2 830 2750 

2.1.2. Earth-air heat exchangers 182 

As mentioned right below, room 2 is coupled with two EAHEs, one of which is PVC pipe and the 183 

other is Zinc pipe. The PVC EAHE is a 20 m long pipe that is buried under 2 m of clay-loam soil. The 184 

thermos-physical characteristics of two EAHEs are presented in Table 2. The identification and 185 

characterization of the soil and its thermophysical properties were done at the Geotechnical 186 

Laboratory of the Institute of Civil and Mechanical Engineering of Oran. The air inlet is an external 187 

mouth with a height of 1 m and the air outlet is inside room 2 to ensure the air supply. The Zinc EAHE 188 

has the same configuration and dimensions as the PVC EAHE (20 m length and 2 m depth). Fig. 4 189 

shows the design and implementation stages of the EAHEs. 190 

Table 2: Thermo-physical characteristics of two EAHEs. 191 

Type 

Characteristics 

Length 
[m] 

Outside 
diameter 

[m] 

Inside 
diameter 

Thermal 
conductivity 
[W/(m K)] 

Thermal 
capacity 

[J/(kg K)] 

Density 
[Kg/m3] 

PVC pipe 20 0.12 0.118 0.16 900 1380 

Galvanized sheet metal 
pipe (Zinc) 

20 0.12 0.118 110 380 7200 

           192 
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           193 

Fig. 4. EAHEs under construction, installation and coupling with the test cell. 194 

2.1.3. Hygiene and protection 195 

2.1.3.1. Condensate drainage system 196 

The drainage of condensate was managed by embedding the pipes in the ground with a slope of 2%. In 197 

this way, the pipes are protected from any health problems caused by bacteria such as mold or fungi. 198 

Fig. 5 shows the condensate drain for both pipes. 199 

           200 

Fig. 5. Condensate evacuation from two pipes, (a) PVC, (b) Zinc. 201 

2.1.3.2. Protection grid 202 

The protection against rainwater infiltration inside the pipe is reinforced by a protection cap. Also, the 203 

supply air inlet is screened with a fine-mesh grid to prevent the intrusion of rodents, birds and insects. 204 

It is easily accessible for cleaning. The location of the air inlet is installed in a clean and isolated 205 

space, away from any source of pollution such as exhaust fumes, compost, etc. Fig. 6 shows the 206 

protection cap and screen used for both EAHEs. 207 
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           208 

Fig. 6. (a) Fine-mesh grid filter, (b) air inlet with protection cap. 209 

2.1.4. Fan 210 

A vacuum / blower type fan is installed at the end section of these EAHEs, blowing continuously 211 

(without control system) a flow rate of 90 m3/h. The fan is powered by an electric motor whose 212 

characteristics are shown in Table 3. 213 

Table 3: Fan Characteristics 214 

Electric tension 230 V 

Rotational speed 2400 rpm 

Electric power 15 W 

2.1.5. Measurement instrument 215 

The temperatures were measured using K-type thermocouples. These thermocouples are placed at 216 

the outlet of EAHEs to measure air temperatures blown by the fans. The outdoor air temperature is 217 

monitored using a mini weather station (OREGON type). The latter is equipped with a unit for 218 

displaying and recording the measured data with a one-hour step. The collection and storage of 219 

measured data is carried out through an acquisition chain (KEITHLEY 7700), which allows the 220 

measurements taken at different points to be transmitted to a post-computer. Fig. 7 illustrates both 221 

equipment and their measurement instruments. 222 
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           223 

Fig. 7. (a) The acquisition chain and the mini weather station connected to the computer, (b) 224 

location of the thermocouple at the outlet of the EAHE. 225 

2.2. Numerical model 226 

2.2.1. Principle of the global system 227 

The studied EAHE is a pipe buried horizontally in the soil at a defined depth. A fan is placed at the 228 

end of the pipe used to draw outdoor air and blow it inside the building after exchanging heat with 229 

soil. The system principle is described in Fig. 8. In winter, the air entrained in the pipe exchanges heat 230 

with the soil through the pipe wall. The heat absorbed by the air depends on the temperature difference 231 

between it and the soil. For this study, no control system is applied to the fan; in other words, the air 232 

supply is provided continuously throughout the heating period. An extractor fan is installed to ensure 233 

air renewal in the building. 234 

 235 

Fig. 8. Diagram of the EAHE principle coupled to a building. 236 
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2.2.2. Thermal soil model 237 

The soil thermal model developed by Kusuda [31] is used to determine the ground 238 

temperature at different depths T (Z, t). This model is available in the TRNSYS software library 239 

(Type 77). It is based on the theory of thermal conduction applied to a homogeneous semi-240 

infinite solid. Using this model, the soil temperature evolution (undisturbed) at different depths 241 

is obtained.  242 

The following equation provides soil temperatures at different depths:  243 

���, �� = �� − 
� �� �−� � ���� ������� �� �  !" # ����� �� − �$ − %� � ���� ������� �� �&  (1) 244 

For Z = 0, the equation is written as follows: 245 

���, �� = �� − 
�  !" ' ����� �� − �$�(       (2) 246 

For Z = ∞, the equation became:  247 

���, �� = ��          �3� 248 

Where � is the soil depth (m), � is the time (hour), �+ is the time of year with minimum soil surface 249 

temperature (hour), �� is the mean surface temperature (°C), 
� is the amplitude of soil surface 250 

temperature throughout the year (K), and ,�$-.  is the soil thermal diffusivity (m2/s). This equation is 251 

used to evaluate the soil thermal potential according to climatic conditions, burial depth, soil thermal 252 

diffusivity and frequency. 253 

2.2.3. EAHE model 254 

The EAHE system was modeled using Type 952. This component models a horizontally buried 255 

pipe that interacts thermally with the soil. The EAHE model used in the simulation consists of a 256 

horizontal pipe for each EAHE, either Zinc or PVC. This model is solved by the finite difference 257 

method with a fully implicit scheme. The radial mesh size used in the simulation is 0.02 m. This value 258 

was adjusted after performing a precision mesh test on the model. The EAHE model developed under 259 

the TRNSYS tool is shown in Fig. 9. 260 
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The basic form of the energy balance for an air node is given as follows [31]: 261 

/  �0-1 234�526 =  78-9 − 78$:6        (4) 262 

where  �0-1 is the specific heat of air [J/(m K)], m is the air mass [kg] and �0-1  is the air 263 

temperature [K]. 264 

For an air node, there are three basic terms in the energy balance. Energy transferred in and out of 265 

the node due to air flow, energy transferred due to axial conduction between the air nodes and energy 266 

transferred between the air and the pipe wall.  267 

The energy transfer due to flow can be written as follows: 268 

78-9 =  /8 0-1  �0-1 ;�0-1,9 − �0-1,9<�=       (5) 269 

78$:6 =  /8 0-1  �0-1  ;�0-1,9>� − �0-1,9=       (6) 270 

Energy flow due to axial conduction is calculated as follows:  271 

78-9 = ?4�5@A� B ;�0-1,9 − �0-1,9<�=       (7) 272 

78$:6 = ?4�5@A� B ;�0-1,9>� − �0-1,9=       (8) 273 

where C is the distance between two nodes [m], 
D� is the cross sectional area of an air node [m2] 274 

and E0-1 is the thermal conductivity of the liquid in the pipes [W/m K)]. 275 

The inside convection coefficient follows as: 276 

ℎ- = G: ?4�52 H�HI,�       (9) 277 

The general form of the energy transferred between the air and the pipe wall node can finally be 278 

written as:  279 

78 = �J4�5>JK4�� ;�L$:9201M − �0-1,9=      (10) 280 
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where 281 

N0-1 = �O� P @�      (11) 282 

NQ0.. = .9R5H�HI,�S5H�HI,�T5H�HI,�U5H�HI,� V
� � B4�5,W?H�HI       (12) 283 

 where XY-YZ,- is the inner pipe diameter [m], [Y-YZ,$ is the outer pipe diameter [m], and \0-1 is the 284 

kinematic viscosity of pipe air. 285 

 286 

Fig. 9. EAHE models established under TRNSYS. 287 
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2.2.4. Climates description  288 

Assessment of soil thermal potential is essential for the design of buried systems. The soil 289 

temperature depends heavily on meteorological and in situ conditions, i.e. ambient air temperature, 290 

solar radiation, wind speed, burial depth, soil nature and thermal properties.  291 

To highlight the geothermal potential of shallow depths suitable for EAHEs for heating and 292 

cooling buildings in Algeria, we selected three cities: Oran, Bechar and El-Bayadh. The selection of 293 

cities is based on the specificity of climate and soil type. Oran is a city in the northwest. It corresponds 294 

to a perfect Mediterranean climate (temperate climate) characterized by hot and dry summers and mild 295 

and humid winters with an average annual winter temperature varying around 14.2 °C. It is included in 296 

zone Csa in the Köppen-Geiger climate classification. El-Bayadh is a city located in the high plains of 297 

Algeria, gives it a steppe climate. This climate is characterized by hot days and cold nights with low 298 

precipitation. According to the Köppen-Geiger classification, this climate falls in zone BSk. Its 299 

average annual air temperature during the winter is 7.3 °C. Bechar is located on the north-western 300 

limit of the Algerian Sahara. It has an arid climate with a winter characterized by much greater 301 

precipitation than in summer. Bechar's climate is classified as BWh in the Köppen-Geiger 302 

classification. It has an average annual temperature during the winter varies around 9 °C. Fig. 10 303 

shows the geographical position of the three cities (Oran, Bechar and El-Bayadh) under study in 304 

Algeria with the existing climatic classifications. 305 
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 306 

Fig. 10. Geographical positions of the three studied cities (Oran, Bechar and El-Bayadh) and the 307 

existing climate classifications in Algeria, �, �: Mediterranean climate, �, �: steppe and semi-arid 308 

climate, �, �: desert and arid climate (Modified from [32]). 309 

Climate data for the three cities used for this study are generated by the Meteonorm software in TMY-310 

2 format [33]. TMY-2 is defined as a representative and typical year that brings together all the 311 

climatic information that characterizes any given region. Fig. 11 shows the variation of the annual 312 

outdoor air temperature in Oran, Bechar and El Bayadh. We note that outdoor air temperatures during 313 

the winter months, i.e. January to April and November to December range from 2.3 to 26.2 °C for 314 

Oran city, from - 4.2 to 26.3 °C for El-Bayadh city and from 0 to 31 °C for Bechar city. The climate of 315 

El-Bayadh region is colder than that of Oran and Bechar, with average temperature differences of up 316 

to 6.5 °C and 4.2 °C, respectively. This climate also presents average maximum temperatures that are 317 

very close to Oran except the Bechar climate, which has daily temperatures that are slightly higher 318 

with variations up to 4.6 °C. 319 
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 320 

Fig. 11. Annual outdoor air temperature of the cities of Oran, Bechar and El-Bayadh. 321 

2.2.5. Parameter selection for the sensitivity analysis 322 

The sensitivity study of the performance parameters of the EAHE system could be useful in the 323 

design, implementation and application of such a system. Using the EAHE model employed in this 324 

study, the following parameters were examined: pipe length, pipe diameter, air velocity and burial 325 

depth. The optimization study was carried out in the climatic conditions of Oran, Bechar and El-326 

Bayadh, that are respectively characterized by a temperate, arid and steppe climate. In addition, the 327 

Zinc EAHE was selected for this study. This choice was adopted based on the promising experimental 328 

results presented by the latter. Table 4 shows the simulation conditions for the influence parameters 329 

considered. Values are set to cover as far as possible the complete intervals of all influencing 330 

parameters. The initial operating conditions of the EAHE were taken as a reference, i.e. 2 m depth, 20 331 

m length, 0.12 m diameter and 0.45 m/s air velocity for an air flow rate of 90 m3/h. The parameter 332 

values vary from 3 to 10 m for depth, 30 to 50 m for length, 0.18 to 0.42 m for diameter and 0.90 to 333 

2.7 m/s for air velocity. 334 

Table 4: Simulation conditions of influence parameters. 335 

Parameters Default case Parametric conditions 

Depth 2 m 1 m, 3 m, 4 m, 5 m, 6 m and 10 m 
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Length 20 m 10 m, 30 m, 40 m and 50 m 

Diameter 0,118 - 0.12 m 
0.058/0.06 m, 0.178/0.18 m, 0.238/0.24 m, 
0.298/0.30 m, 0.358/0.36 m and 0.418/0.42 m 

Air velocity 0.45 m/s 0.90 m/s, 1.35 m/s, 1.8 m/s, 2.25 m/s and 2.7 m/s 

3. Results  336 

3.1. Experimental results 337 

The measurement campaign was started in January, where the heating needs of the cell are 338 

important. Fig. 12 shows the experimental variations of the air temperature at the inlet (outdoor air 339 

temperature) and outlet of the two EAHEs during January 2015. It is noted that the air temperatures at 340 

the outlet of the PVC pipe varied between 11.9 and 17.4 °C against outdoor air temperature variations 341 

between 5.2 and 24.1 °C. The PVC EAHE provides a maximum gain of 9 °C recorded at 434 h and an 342 

average gain of 3.4 °C by taking only positive values. On the other hand, the air temperatures at the 343 

outlet of the Zinc pipe varied between 11.2 °C and 19.5 °C against the same outdoor air temperature 344 

variations expressed just above. A maximum gain of 10.5 °C was obtained by the Zinc EAHE 345 

recorded at 436 hours, while the average gain is 4.1 °C (positive values).  346 

 347 

Fig. 12. Experimental measurements of the air temperature at the inlet and outlet of the two PVC and 348 

Zinc pipes from 1 to 31 January 2015. 349 
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3.1.1. Experimental analysis of the effect of pipe material 350 

The effect of the pipe material on the performance of EAHEs was experimentally analyzed. Fig. 351 

13 shows a comparison of two EAHEs, one in PVC and the other in Zinc, over 72-hour sequences. 352 

These sequences were examined by analyzing air temperature variations at the outlet of both EAHEs 353 

for 744 hours of January. As shown in Fig. 13 (a), a temperature difference of 4 °C between PVC and 354 

zinc was observed. This difference gradually decreased with time until it reached a value of 0.7 °C in 355 

the 72 hours, representing a drop of 3.3 °C. However, according to Fig. 13 (b), the air temperature 356 

differences between PVC and Zinc pipes are very small. Both EAHEs give almost identical results 357 

with minor differences over the 72 hours taken at the end of January. From this analysis, it can be 358 

concluded that the performance of EAHEs was affected by the pipe material in early January. On the 359 

other hand, the pipe material has practically no effect on the performance of both EAHEs at month's 360 

end, i.e. when the winter period begins to run out. Finally, we can say that the effect of the pipe 361 

material on the performance of the EAHE depends strongly on the period. This behavior was also 362 

observed in other measurement campaigns discussed in previous work by the same author [34].  363 

  364 

Fig. 13. Comparison of air temperatures at the outlet of the Zinc pipe with that of the PVC pipe for a 365 

three-day sequence (72h), (a) January 7-10, 2015, (b) January 28-31, 2015. 366 

The experimental measurements of the temperature differences between the air at the outlet of 367 

both pipes and outdoor air are compared in Fig. 14. As this graph shows, the values below the zero 368 
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scale represent the reverse operation of the system (counter-productive operation), i.e. the system 369 

cools air during the heating period rather than warm it. Comparing the two EAHEs, we find that the 370 

zinc pipe is more efficient than the PVC one, because the latter works inversely longer, which has an 371 

impact on the daily and monthly heating potential of the EAHE. Therefore, a control system is 372 

strongly recommended for both EAHEs. 373 

 374 

Fig. 14. Experimental comparison of the air temperature difference at the outlet of the two pipes and 375 

outdoor air temperature ]∆T = Ta, outlet-Ta, ambi, January 2015. 376 

3.1.2. Energy gain 377 

The daily heating gains provided by the two EAHEs, PVC and Zinc during January, are 378 

presented in Fig. 15. It can be seen from this graph that the heat gain provided by the PVC EAHE is 379 

lower than that provided by the zinc EAHE with values ranging from - 49.5 to 163.4 kWh. The PVC 380 

EAHE has values below the zero scale, showing that the system has a high cooling capacity during the 381 

heating period. 382 
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 383 

Fig. 15. Daily thermal gain provided by the PVC and Zinc EAHEs. 384 

The monthly heat gain provided by the two EAHEs, PVC and Zinc, is illustrated in Fig. 16. The 385 

Zinc pipe presents a value of 68 kWh, while the PVC pipe provides a monthly gain of 29.4 kWh, more 386 

than double with a difference of 38.6 kWh. 387 

 388 

Fig. 16.  Monthly heating heat gain provided by the two EAHEs, namely PVC and Zinc. 389 

3.1.3. Coefficient of performance (COP) 390 

The daily evolution of the COP during January for both EAHEs is shown in Fig. 17. The COP of 391 

Zinc EAHE varied from 0.5 to 14, while the PVC one varied from -3.4 to 10. During the 31 days of 392 

continuous operation of both systems, the Zinc pipe performed significantly better than the PVC pipe, 393 

with a maximum difference of 4 and a minimum difference of 3.9. In addition, the PVC pipe indicates 394 
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13 days of inefficiency (below reference 1) in January compared to one day of inefficiency for the zinc 395 

pipe over the same period. 396 

 397 

Fig. 17. Daily COP of two EAHEs during January. 398 

The monthly COP of two EAHEs is shown in Fig. 18. The experimental results reveal that the 399 

COP of the Zinc pipe is 4.8, while that of the PVC pipe is 2. Therefore, a difference of 2.8 °C between 400 

the two EAHEs was found, consequently the Zinc EAHE is more efficient compared to the PVC 401 

EAHE. However, the COP given by both systems can be considered very low compared to the 402 

standards of heat exchangers including the investment and the supplied electrical energy. 403 

 404 

Fig. 18. Monthly COP of two PVC and Zinc EAHEs. 405 
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3.2. Numerical results 406 

3.2.1. Soil temperature 407 

As mentioned above in section 2, we used the soil model integrated into the TRNSYS 408 

environment to simulate soil temperatures at different depths of the three sites concerned for this 409 

study. The thermo-physical properties of the different soil types studied are presented in Table 5. 410 

Table 5: Thermo-physical properties of the three soil types. 411 

Cities Soil type 
Conductivity ]W (m K⁄ )i Density ]kl mni⁄  

Heat Capacity ]o �kl p�i⁄  

Oran Silty Clay 1.5 1530 920 

Bechar Sandy 0.9 1780 1390 

El-Bayadh Silty Sandy 2.6 970 1518 

 412 

A number of input parameters related to the meteorological state of the site, such as mean annual 413 

surface temperature and annual ground temperature amplitude, are required for the soil model. They 414 

are identified using a practical approach widely discussed in the literature [35]. This approach uses 415 

meteorological data and specifically the outdoor air temperature variation during the year to identify 416 

input parameters of the soil model. Based on this, these parameters were obtained for the three regions 417 

in question: Oran, Bechar and El-Bayadh, as presented in Table 6. The mean annual temperature of the 418 

soil surface is 18.1 °C for the Oran site, 20.9 °C for the Bechar site, and 15.3 °C for the El-Bayadh 419 

site. 420 

Table. 6: Coefficients of the underground soil temperature. 421 

Parameters 
Cities 

Oran Bechar El-Bayadh qr (°C) 18.1 20.9 15.3 st (°C) 14.1 15.6 15.5 uv (h) 419 264 264 
 422 

The soil model input parameters mentioned in the table above are also used to predict the soil 423 

temperature at 2 m depth for the three sites considered in this study, as shown in Fig. 19. We note that 424 

the annual soil temperature at 2 m depth ranges from 13 to 26.8 °C for the Oran site, from 15.4 to 26.4 425 
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°C for the Bechar site and from 6.2 to 24.3 °C for the El-Bayadh site. The evolution of the soil 426 

temperature over the year depends mainly on the evolution of the outdoor air temperature with a 427 

damping effect that decreases the outdoor air temperature according to depth. In other words, by 428 

increasing the measurement depth, the amplitude of the sinusoidal signal decreases to stabilization at a 429 

certain depth. 430 

 431 

Fig. 19. Soil temperature at 2 m depth for the three regions studied: Oran, Bechar and El-Bayadh. 432 

3.2.2. Model validation 433 

The two EAHE models have been validated separately. They were validated with their own 434 

experimentally provided data taking into account their physical, dimensional and dynamic 435 

characteristics. The simulation is run with a time interval of 1 hour for both EAHE systems, which is 436 

equal to the monitoring time of the real experiment. For the models' error analysis, we introduce the 437 

mean square error (MSE), the mean absolute error (MAE) and the relative error (RE) to analyze the 438 

accuracy and reliability of the models, as shown in Table 5. They are defined as follows: 439 

Table 5: Model performance. 440 

Parameters MSE MAE RE (%) 

Outlet_air_temp_Zinc EAHE 0.87 0.73 4.65 

Outlet_air_temp_PVC EAHE 0.51 0.54 3.91 

 441 
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wxy =  �G  ∑ �{| − {��G}<�       �13� 442 

w
y =  �G  ∑ |{| − {|G}<�       �14� 443 

Ny =  �∑ �M�<M� M�⁄���� G � � 100      �15� 444 

Where {| is the measured variables, { is the predicted variables and � is the number of samples.  445 

The validation of the EAHE models is carried out using experimental data obtained during the 446 

winter of 2015. The climatic data corresponding to the outdoor air temperature collected 447 

experimentally during the test period are incorporated using Type 9a (input data). The soil model 448 

parameters used to turn Type 952 are predefined above: the mean annual temperature of the soil 449 

surface is 18.1 °C, the amplitude of surface temperature variation is 14.1 °C and the annual time 450 

corresponding to the minimum surface temperature is 419 hours. As described above, these parameters 451 

are also used to determine the soil temperature at various depths, which will subsequently be used for 452 

the parametric study. Fig. 20 compares the simulated and experimental air temperatures provided by 453 

the two pipes during January 2015. As shown in Figs. 20 (a) and 20 (b), the simulation results are in 454 

good agreement with those of the experiment, wherein the deviation between them falls within 4.65% 455 

for the Zinc pipe and 3.91% for the PVC pipe, respectively. 456 

 457 
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 458 

Fig. 20. Comparison between experimental and simulated results of the air temperature at the outlet of 459 

the pipe, (a) Zinc pipe; (b) PVC pipe, January. 460 

3.2.3. Numerical analysis of the effect of pipe material 461 

The effect of the pipe material on the performance of the EAHE was numerically analyzed. 462 

Simulation sequences of 48 h were performed comparing the two EAHEs, PVC and Zinc, as indicated 463 

in Fig. 21. The numerical comparison between the two EAHEs was carried out under the identical 464 

operating conditions, i.e. climatic (temperate climate of Oran), geographical (site and nature of the 465 

soil), geometrical (pipe length, pipe diameter, pipe thickness, burial depth) and dynamic (air velocity 466 

and flow). The design and the operating data of the two EAHEs are presented above (see sections 2 467 

and 3). The results are illustrated as follows: Fig. 21 (a) shows the beginning of the heating period 468 

(November 1 and 2), Fig. 21 (b) and (c) show sequences in the middle of the heating period 469 

(December 30 and 31 and January 26 and 27) and Fig. 21 (d) shows the periods towards the end of the 470 

heating period (February 18 and 19). As seen in Fig. 21 (a), a difference of 0.2 °C between the air 471 

temperature at the outlet of the Zinc pipe and that of the PVC pipe was observed. Conversely, in Fig. 472 

21 (d), there is practically no significant difference between the air temperature at the outlet of the two 473 

pipes. On Fig. 21 (b) and Fig. 21 (c), differences of up to 2.5 °C and 1.8 °C were estimated, 474 

respectively. Based on these results, we can see that when leaving the cooling period and passing 475 

through the transition phase until the beginning of the heating period, the pipe material does not affect 476 

the performance of the EAHE. In fact, the same analysis was observed when leaving the heating 477 
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period until the beginning of the cooling period, also passing through the transition phase. When 478 

passing from one mode to another (from heating to cooling) that lasts more than a month, the behavior 479 

of both EAHEs is the same. On the other hand, we note that during the heating period (period during 480 

full heating) the effect of the pipe material is significantly manifested with differences of more than 2 481 

°C. 482 

  483 

  484 

Fig. 21. Viewing the effect of the pipe material on air temperatures at the outlet of two 485 

EAHEs, PVC and Zinc. 486 

3.2.4. Effect of the site and climatic conditions 487 

The site and surrounding climatic conditions are important factors to be considered when 488 

studying the efficiency of the EAHE. In order to examine the effect of both factors, simulations are 489 
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carried out under the three climatic sites mentioned above, namely the Mediterranean climate, the arid 490 

climate and the Steppe climate. The simulation period is presented over 72 hours, selecting the coldest 491 

winter days for each climate type. This choice allows to evaluate the minimal heating potential that the 492 

systems can provide under such unfavorable climatic conditions. In addition, the geometric and 493 

dynamic characteristics are maintained for the three studied cases. Fig. 22. shows the air temperature 494 

variation at the outlet of the pipe for the three sites. From the graphic, we notice that the outdoor air 495 

temperature of Oran varies between 2.2 and 14 °C, whereas that at the outlet of the pipe ranges from 496 

11.4 to 14.7 °C. A maximum gain of 9 °C can be provided by the EAHE under this Mediterranean 497 

climate. For the arid climate, the outdoor air temperature varies from - 0.5 to 11.5 °C and that provided 498 

by the EAHE varies from 12 to 15.3 °C. As we can see, the system can provide a maximum gain of 499 

12.4 °C under these climatic conditions of Bechar. For the steppe climate, the outdoor air temperature 500 

varied from -4 to 7.6 °C whereas the air temperature supplied by the EAHE varied from 4 to 7 °C. 501 

This generates a maximum gain up to 8 °C under El-Bayadh climate. Also, it can be observed that the 502 

air temperature at the outlet of the EAHE is lower than the outdoor air in hours 301 to 305. In fact, the 503 

soil temperature is lower (around 6.6 °C) than the outdoor air temperature (around 7.6 °C), so, after 504 

heat exchange between them, the air temperature at the outlet of the EAHE is around 6.9 °C. During 505 

this period, the EAHE is cooling instead of heating. The results show that the performance of the 506 

EAHE can be significantly affected from one region to another due to the surrounding climatic 507 

conditions and the geographical location around the system. For the same geometrical (length, 508 

diameter and depth) and dynamic conditions, the temperature differences can reach or exceed 4 °C. 509 
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 510 

Fig. 22. Air temperature variation at the outlet of the EAHEs for the three sites, viz. Oran, Bechar and 511 

El-Bayadh. 512 

3.2.5. Energy gain provided by the EAHE for the three sites 513 

The monthly energy supplied by the Zinc EAHE for the Oran, Bechar and El-Bayadh climates is 514 

shown in Fig. 23. The energy supplied was calculated using the initial operating conditions. The 515 

results show that the Zinc EAHE achieved significant energy gains at the beginning of the heating 516 

period for November, December and January. However, these gains decrease from February to April, 517 

when the heating period concludes. This is due to the decrease of the ground temperature at the end of 518 

winter and the increase of the outdoor temperature, which reduces the heating capacity and increases 519 

the cooling capacity, as clearly seen in March and April. In addition, the system showed better heating 520 

performance in the Bechar climate with gains of 178 kWh and 139 kWh compared to 131 kWh and 521 

100 kWh in the Oran climate and 61 kWh and 15 kWh in the El-Bayadh climate for December and 522 

January, respectively. 523 
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 524 

Fig. 23. Monthly energy supplied by EAHE for the three sites, viz. Oran, Bechar and El-Bayadh. 525 

3.2.6. Sensitivity analysis 526 

3.2.6.1. Effect of burial depth 527 

The effect of the depth on the performance of the EAHE was examined. Fig. 24 shows the 528 

average evolutions of the air temperature at the outlet of the EAHE and its COP for different depths in 529 

three selected regions, Oran, Bechar and El-Bayadh. Further, the evolution of these outlet 530 

temperatures was jointly plotted to examine the effect of the site and climate on the performance of the 531 

EAHE. Based on the simulation results, the average air temperature at the outlet of the EAHE 532 

increases with depth and thus its performance increases. On the other hand, the air temperature at the 533 

outlet of the pipe stabilizes when it is in equilibrium with that of the soil. This is due to soil exhaustion 534 

and saturation that cannot generate heat gains for the air flowing in the pipe. Meanwhile, the COP 535 

evolves with the evolution of the outlet air temperature. For the Oran region, the air temperature at the 536 

outlet of the EAHE stabilizes at a depth of 5 m with a temperature of 18.2 °C, as shown in Fig. 24 (a). 537 

This value is approximately equal to the soil temperature at this depth. The air temperature at the 538 

outlet of the pipe at 3 m depth is 16.6 °C with a difference of 1.3 °C compared to that provided at 2 m 539 

depth. As shown in Fig. 24 (b), the average system COP during the heating period is approximately 540 

4.4 to 2 m depth, whereas at 3 m depth, the COP increased to 7, representing an increase of 2.6. In the 541 

Bechar region, the air temperature at the outlet of the EAHE stabilizes at a depth of 4 m with a 542 

temperature of 18.7 °C, as shown in Fig. 24 (a). The air temperature at the outlet of the pipe is 18.6 °C 543 
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to 4 m depth and 18 °C to 3 m depth, giving a difference of 0.6 °C. This variation range is considered 544 

insufficient in view of soil thermal recovery, which means that the implementation of EAHE at 3 m 545 

depth could thermally deplete the soil. During the heating period, the average COP of the EAHE at 2 546 

m depth is about 6, as illustrated in Fig. 24 (b). At El-Bayadh, we can see that the air temperature at 547 

the outlet of the EAHE keeps increasing up to 10 m. This means that the soil at this depth is constantly 548 

rich in calories and able to provide heat to the air flowing through the pipe. Contrary to the cases of 549 

Oran and Bechar, this exchange takes place without affecting or depleting the soil. Based on these 550 

results, we find that the optimal depth that meets the investment/efficiency criteria is between 4 and 5 551 

m, which is considered to be somewhat deeper to these systems. As shown in Fig. 24 (b), the average 552 

COP of the EAHE during the heating period is 5.4 to 4 m and 7 to 5 m depth. 553 

  554 

Fig. 24. (a) Average air temperature at the outlet of the pipe and (b) average COP of the EAHE, at 555 

different depths for the three studied sites, viz. Oran, Bechar and El-Bayadh. 556 

3.2.6.2. Effect of pipe length 557 

The effect of pipe length on the performance of the EAHE was examined. Fig. 25 shows the 558 

average variations of the air temperature at the outlet of the EAHE and COP for different lengths. 559 

These variations were plotted for the same experimental conditions, including air velocity, diameter 560 

and burial depth. The simulation results are used to identify the ideal length according to the type of 561 

the studied climate. For heating, it is well known that more the pipe is longer more the exchange 562 
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surface with the soil is greater, thus increasing the temperature at the outlet of the pipe. As seen in Fig. 563 

25 (a), the air temperature at the outlet of the pipe increases by 1.6 °C from 10 to 30 m, whereas it 564 

only increases by 0.3 °C from 30 to 50 m in the Mediterranean climate. Moreover, in this climate, the 565 

average COP of the EAHE increases from 3 to 4 for lengths varying from 20 to 30 m, respectively, as 566 

shown in Fig. 25 (a). For the arid climate, indicated in Fig. 25 (a), the outlet air temperature increases 567 

by 2.5 °C from 10 to 30 m and by 0.4 °C from 30 to 50 m. Likewise, the mean COP of the EAHE 568 

increased from 6 to 8 when the length is extended from 20 to 30 m, as illustrated in Fig 25 (b). 569 

Furthermore, in the steppe climate, the air temperature at the outlet of the pipe hardly varies over the 570 

length of the pipe, as shown in Fig. 25 (a). This is mainly due to the depth at this level, unable to 571 

provide heat to the air because of the very small difference between the air temperature in the pipe and 572 

that of the soil taking into account the nature of the soil and the particular meteorological conditions. 573 

  574 

Fig. 25. (a) Air temperature variation at the outlet of the pipe and (b) COP of the EAHE, for different 575 

lengths, viz. Oran, Bechar and El-Bayadh. 576 

3.2.6.3. Effect of pipe diameter 577 

The effect of pipe diameter on the performance of the EAHE was examined. Diameter 578 

adjustment during the investigation is carried out while maintaining pipe thickness. Fig. 26 shows the 579 

average variations of the air temperature at the outlet of the EAHE and COP for different diameters. It 580 

can be observed that increasing the pipe diameter increases the air temperature at the outlet of the pipe. 581 
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For the Oran region, this increase stabilizes around a diameter of 0.18 m with a difference of 0.3 °C 582 

from the operating diameter (0.12 m), as shown in Fig. 26 (a). The mean COP of the EAHE with a 583 

diameter of 0.18 m is 5 (Fig. 26 (b)). For the Bechar region, the increase of the air temperature at the 584 

outlet of the EAHE stabilizes around 0.3 m in diameter with a difference of 1 °C compared with the 585 

operating diameter (0.12 m), see Fig. 26 (a). Thus, the outlet air temperature increases by 0.4 °C when 586 

the diameter has increased from 0.18 to 0.3 m. Similarly, as shown in Fig. 26 (b), the average COP of 587 

the EAHE with a 0.18 m in diameter is 7.2 and 8.3 for a 0.3 m in diameter. For El-Bayadh, shown in 588 

Figs. 26 (a) and (b), the outlet air temperature is practically stagnant. 589 

  590 

Fig. 26. (a) Air temperature variation at the outlet of the pipe and (b) COP of the EAHE, for different 591 

diameters, viz. Oran, Bechar and El-Bayadh. 592 

3.2.6.4. Effect of air velocity 593 

The effect of air velocity on the performance of the EAHE was investigated. Fig. 27 shows the 594 

air temperature variations at the outlet of the pipe and the COP of the EAHE for different air 595 

velocities. The variations of the average air temperature were plotted using the same experimental 596 

conditions, such as a depth of 2 m, a length of 20 m and a diameter of 0.12 m. As the air velocity 597 

inside the pipe increases, the air temperature at the outlet of the pipe decreases, which reduces the 598 

performance of the EAHE during heating. In fact, the air flow through the pipe exchanges the 599 

temperature with the soil, absorbing the stored heat in order to use it for heating. Therefore, increasing 600 

the air velocity through the pipe reduces the duration of the heat exchange, which causes a decrease of 601 
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the air temperature at the outlet of the EAHE. For the Oran climate, the average air temperature at the 602 

outlet of the pipe varies around 15.2 °C for an air velocity of 0.45 m/s and 15 °C for a velocity of 0.9 603 

m/s, as shown in Fig. 27 (a). On the other hand, a decrease of air velocity followed by a decrease of air 604 

flow rate is thermally efficient for the system, but does not guarantee the building's air renewal. For 605 

this reason, it is recommended to calculate the air flow rate supplied in the building at the design 606 

phase. For EAHE in the El-Bayadh climate, the outlet air temperature evolved very little. This can be 607 

explained by the soil's inability to provide heat at that depth and also by its relatively limited potential 608 

due to its thermal characteristics. 609 

  610 

Fig. 27. (a) Air temperature variation at the outlet of the pipe and (b) COP of the EAHE, for different 611 

air velocities, viz. Oran, Bechar and El-Bayadh. 612 

3.2.6.5. Optimal parameters 613 

Optimal parameters were identified based on the results of the sensitivity analysis to evaluate the 614 

operational feasibility of PVC and Zinc EAHEs in the considered climates, taking into account the 615 

nature of the soil, as shown in Tables 8 and 9. The feasibility of the two EAHEs was evaluated for the 616 

heating period by calculating the gain, the energy provided, the COP and the reduction rate of the 617 

building heating needs. Optimal parameters were identified taking into account investment/efficiency 618 

criteria. In addition, they were determined so that thermal saturation of the soil would not be reached 619 

and its recovery would not be affected in the long term [36]. For the temperate climate of Oran, the 620 

optimal parameters are fixed at 3 m depth, 25 m length, 0.18 m diameter and 0.45 m/s for the air 621 
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circulation velocity. The Zinc EAHE provided an average gain of 4.7 °C compared to the 3.7 °C 622 

obtained by the PVC EAHE, representing a difference of 1 °C. The average COP is 9.5 for the Zinc 623 

EAHE and 7.6 for the PVC EAHE (Tables 8 and 9). It represents a difference of 1.9 between both 624 

systems. Likewise, the integration of the Zinc EAHE in the building reduced the heating needs by 123 625 

kWh, which represents a reduction of 23.3% of the total needs (Table 8). Furthermore, the heating 626 

needs of the building were reduced by 61 kWh with a reduction rate of 11.4% using the PVC EAHE 627 

(Table 9). For the arid climate of Bechar, the following values were fixed as optimal parameters: 2 m 628 

depth, 30 m length, 0.24 m diameter and 0.45 m/s for air velocity. An average gain of 4.6 °C was 629 

provided by the PVC EAHE while the Zinc EAHE supplied an average gain of 4 °C, which represents 630 

a difference of 0.6 °C between them. Furthermore, the average heating COP is 9.4 for the PVC EAHE 631 

and 8.2 for that of Zinc, representing a difference of 1.2. As for the reduction rate of heating needs, the 632 

PVC EAHE reduced about 20.7% of the total needs compared to 15.5% achieved by the Zinc EAHE 633 

(Tables 8 and 9). Regarding the steppe climate of El-Bayadh, the optimal parameters were set at 5 m 634 

depth, 25 m length, 0.12 m diameter and 0.45 m/s for air circulation velocity. Under these conditions, 635 

average gains of 4.1 °C and 4 °C were provided by the PVC and Zinc EAHEs, respectively. In 636 

addition, average heating COPs of 8.4 and 8.1 were estimated for the PVC and Zinc EAHEs, 637 

respectively. Thus, reductions of 7.6% and 7.3% of heating needs were obtained by the PVC and Zinc 638 

EAHEs, respectively (Tables 8 and 9). 639 
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642 

Performance parameters 

reduction rate 

(%) 

23.3 

15.5 

7.3 

Energy need of 

the cell [kWh] 

412.2 

374.3 

723 

COP 

[-] 

9.5 

8.2 

8.1 

Energy gain 

[kWh] 

143 

123.7 

122 

∆T 

[°C] 

4.7 

4 

4 

 

 

Optimal operating parameters 

Velocity 

[m/s] 

0.45 

0.45 

0.45 

Diameter 

[m] 

0.18 

0.24 

0.12 

Length 

[m] 

25 

30 

25 

Depth 

[m] 

3 

2 

5 

Site 

Oran 

Bechar 

El-Bayadh 
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645 

Performance parameters 

reduction rate 

(%) 

11.4 

20.4 

7.6 

Energy need of 

the cell [kWh] 

474.3 

351 

720.4 

COP 

[-] 

7.6 

9.4 

8.4 

Energy gain 

[kWh] 

113.5 

141 

125.6 

∆T 

 [°C] 

3.7 

4.6 

4.1 

 

 

Optimal operating parameters 

Velocity 

[m/s] 

0.45 

0.45 

0.45 

Diameter 

[m] 

0.18 

0.24 

0.12 

Length 

[m] 

25 

30 

25 

Depth 

[m] 

3 

2 

5 

Site 

Oran 

Bechar 

El-Bayadh 
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4. Discussion 646 

4.1. Summary of major findings 647 

In this paper, we investigated the thermal performance of two EAHEs composed of different pipe 648 

materials (PVC and Zinc) for three different climatic regions in Algeria. We also experimentally and 649 

numerically analyzed the effect of the pipe material. Also, sensitivity analysis was conducted in order 650 

to identify the optimal operating and design parameters of the EAHE in the three climatic regions 651 

mentioned above. Using these parameters, the operating feasibility of the EAHEs according to pipe 652 

material and climate type was analyzed. The findings of our research are summarized as follows: 653 

� The experimental results show that the gains provided by EAHEs reach 10.5 °C and 9 °C for 654 

Zinc and PVC, respectively. Similarly, the energy supplied by these two EAHEs is 209.4 kWh 655 

and 163 kWh, respectively. The maximum daily COP that the systems can reach is 14 for Zinc 656 

and 10 for PVC. Finally, the monthly COP is estimated at 4.8 for Zinc and 2.8 for PVC. 657 

� Based on the analysis of the experimental results, the effect of the pipe material on the 658 

performance of the EAHEs is clearly evident in early January with temperature difference of up 659 

to 4 °C. Moreover, it was also observed that this difference decreases until becoming 660 

insignificant at the end of the month. This behavior was confirmed by similar results observed in 661 

the numerical analysis. In fact, the pipe material does not affect the performance of the EAHE at 662 

the end of the heating period and during the transition phase until the beginning of the cooling 663 

period and vice versa. Moreover, this effect is significantly manifested with temperature 664 

differences of more than 2 °C over the heating period. 665 

� The simulation results show that the performance of the EAHE is significantly affected from one 666 

region to another due to climatic and geographical conditions. For the same geometric and 667 

dynamic conditions of the experiment, the temperature differences between the three sites 668 

reached or exceeded 4 °C. In addition, the EAHE demonstrated better heating performance in the 669 

Bechar climate during December and January, with gains of 178 and 139 kWh compared to 131 670 

and 100 kWh in the Oran climate and 61 and 15 kWh in the El-Bayadh climate, respectively. 671 
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� The sensitivity study provided optimal operating and design parameters (geometric and 672 

dynamic) for the two EAHEs under the three climates considered. The selected parameters are 673 

summarized in Tables 8 and 9. Under these conditions, the Zinc EAHE showed better heating 674 

performance in the temperate climate with a COP of 9.5, followed by 8.2 for the arid climate and 675 

8.1 for the steppe climate, with heating needs reduction rates of 23.3%, 15.5% and 7.3%, 676 

respectively. On the other hand, the PVC EAHE is much better in arid climates with a COP of 677 

9.4, followed by 8.4 for the steppe climate and 7.6 for the temperate climate, with heating needs 678 

reduction rates of 20.7%, 7.6% and 11.4%, respectively. In addition, both EAHEs showed 679 

almost identical behavior when tested in the steppe climate. 680 

4.2. Study strength and limitations 681 

The strength of the study is the use of an experimental cell coupled to two full-scale EAHEs. The 682 

proposed research provides a good understanding of the thermal behaviour of EAHEs and identifies 683 

the parameters influencing their performance according to the climatic site. Thereby, this research 684 

supports the decision making process on several criteria for good dimensioning of such systems. 685 

Another advantage of our study is to help geothermal experts with precise data on EAHE sizing for the 686 

three studied climates. In this context, our paper presents one of the few studies where researchers 687 

provide the exact choice of materials, depth, length, diameter and air velocity for three different 688 

climates without generalizing the sizing decision criteria. A good example is the study of Shojae and 689 

Malek [37]. The authors evaluated the thermal performance of an EAHE for different climatic regions 690 

of Iran at a static depth of 2.7 m. The calculation of the coverage rate generated by the EAHE at the 691 

same depth was generalized for all regions. Therefore, we believe that our research can be applied to 692 

other regions. In this sense, we do not give specific local results for only Algeria, but for other regions 693 

with the same climatic specificities, such as North Africa, Southern Europe, South America, the Gulf 694 

States. 695 

We realize that our study is not flawless, but it should be considered as a new contribution that 696 

can be very useful for future work, especially on EAHE operation. In particular, the effect of climatic 697 

conditions, soil and pipe material on the performance of EAHES. As, limitations, the model validation 698 
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period is only for the month of January. The study could have been improved with a longer monitoring 699 

period (heating and cooling). Nevertheless, we performed our analysis using the most appropriate data. 700 

4.3. Implications on practice and future research 701 

The study results provide useful elements on the use of EAHEs in different climates of Algeria, 702 

where the choice of pipe material was considered. They also provide crucial information on the 703 

operating feasibility of EAHEs in the relevant climatic regions. We believe that designers and EAHE 704 

users can apply our results to their own concepts for good sizing and better performance in order to 705 

significantly reduce energy consumption. There is a large geothermal potential in Algeria, but few 706 

studies have been conducted to develop it satisfactorily. Therefore, future work will be oriented 707 

towards the development of a new methodology for a better understanding of the long-term ground 708 

thermal response to EAHE use for different regions. A fundamental perspective of the present study 709 

will be the influence of the optical parameters chosen for each region on the long-term thermal process 710 

of the EAHE. 711 

5. Conclusion 712 

The heating performances of two earth-air heat exchangers (EAHEs) of different pipe materials 713 

in three climatic regions of Algeria were studied. The effect of the pipe material on the performance of 714 

the EAHE was also highlighted. Thereafter, a sensitivity analysis was conducted in order to 715 

numerically identify the optimal operating and design parameters for the three climates, 716 

Mediterranean, arid and steppe. Finally, the operational feasibility of the two EAHEs was studied in 717 

order to establish the most appropriate choice according to the type of pipe material and climate. The 718 

results of this study are analyzed and the following conclusions can be drawn: 719 

� The results show that the effect of the pipe material on the performance of the EAHEs is evident 720 

during the heating period. However, this effect is clearly not evident during the transition periods 721 

from cooling to heating and/or vice versa. 722 

� The performance of the EAHE system can be significantly affected from one region to another 723 

due to the surrounding climatic conditions and the geographical location around the system. For 724 
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the same geometrical and dynamic operating conditions, differences of air temperature provided 725 

by the EAHE between different regions can reach 4 °C or more. 726 

� The sensitivity analysis identified the optimal design and operating parameters for the two 727 

EAHEs. The simulation results showed that the Zinc EAHE is more efficient in a temperate 728 

climate than in arid or steppe climate, respectively, whereas the PVC EAHE is much more 729 

efficient in an arid climate than in a temperate or steppe climate. However, both EAHEs showed 730 

similar behavior in a steppe climate. 731 

� The selection of design and operating parameters as well as the choice of pipe material for the 732 

EAHE are not standard criteria for all climatic regions. 733 

A number of recommendations are drawn from the findings analysis of this study: 734 

� For the temperate Mediterranean climate, we recommend a burial depth of 3 m, an optimal 735 

length of 25 m and a diameter of 0.18 m, while for the arid climate, a burial depth of 2 m, a 736 

length of 30 m and a diameter of 0.24 m also advised. 737 

� Air velocity should not exceed 0.45 m/s for all climate regions. 738 

� The use of EAHE in steppe climate (El-Bayadh) is not recommended because the optimal depth 739 

can reach or exceed 5 m, and therefore investment and maintenance costs are likely to be higher. 740 

� It is recommended to use EAHEs designed with Zinc in temperate Mediterranean climates and 741 

PVC in arid desert climates. 742 

This paper could serve as a guide for designers and users of EAHEs for heating applications 743 

in order to reduce heating consumption and improve thermal comfort levels. The study findings 744 

will also give users an idea of the operating and design parameters of the most appropriate EAHEs 745 

in the Mediterranean (temperate), arid and steppe climate. Moreover, these results are not 746 

necessarily restricted to the local scope of Algeria, but can perhaps be extrapolated to other world 747 

areas typified by such climates. 748 

 749 
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